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Abstract
This paper is a thesis proposal and describes the
idea of an integrated, explanation-aware mainte-
nance approach for distributed case-based rea-
soning systems. We describe the related work
and the foundations our own research will base
on and the derived research goals for the disser-
tation. We describe in detail the integration of
several existing approaches with our ideas to de-
velop a methodology and maintenance strategy
for distributed case-based reasoning systems.

1 Introduction
Developing and implementing knowledge-based systems,
especially case-based reasoning (CBR) systems, has been
explored for several years. Today we have methodologies
to define and implement knowledge-based or especially
case-based reasoning systems. For our research we will
first focus on CBR systems and later trying to generalize
the approach. For maintaining a single case-based rea-
soning system there are also several approaches that deal
with maintaining the case base, the similarity or the adap-
tation knowledge. In general all the knowledge sources be-
longing to a knowledge-based system have to be consid-
ered, too. A knowledge source in this context is a soft-
ware agent with access to a CBR system. These knowl-
edge sources have dependencies between each other that
have to be taken into account for a maintenace approach for
distributed CBR systems. This thesis proposal describes
the idea of an integrated, semi-automatic maintenance ap-
proach for distributed CBR systems with explanation capa-
bilities on maintenance.

In Section 2 related work and foundations are described
which are underlying our ideas. Section 3 presents the re-
search goals based on these ideas. Section 4 further de-
scribes what we mean by explanation-aware maintenance.
At last, Section 5 summarizes the paper and gives a short
outlook on the next steps.

1.1 Example Domain and Application
In this subsection we describe the application docQuery
which is settled in the travel medicine domain. The travel
medicine domain and the docQuery application are used
below to illustrate the approach presented in this paper.
This application is an mulit-agent-system that uses sev-
eral knowledge sources to find a solution to a user-given
query. The query can contain information like travel desti-
nation, planned arrival, age, activities and chronical dis-
eases. Based on this information, the necessary knowl-

edge source, in this case software agents with CBR sys-
tems, are identified and requested. The docQuery ap-
plication contains seven different CBR systems that rep-
resents several sub-domains of the travel medicine do-
main like regions, diseases, medication or activities [Bach,
2012][Reuss, 2012].

2 Related Work and Research Basics
This section contains related work that is used as founda-
tions for the ideas in this paper. In his PhD thesis Carsten
Tautz developed a methodology for experience manage-
ment systems called DISER [Tautz, 2000]. This method-
ology does not consider maintenance in detail, but the
methodology can be used as a basis for an integrated main-
tenance approach. Based on DISER, Markus Nick devel-
oped DILLEBIS [Nick, 2005]. This methodology focuses
on maintenance that is based on user feedback to identify
necessary maintenance actions. Both methodologies are
not specifically designed for CBR sytems like INRECA
[Bergmann et al., 2003][Althoff and Weis, 1996] is. The
latter is focusing on developing CBR applications, but does
not explicitly consider maintenance tasks. A methodology
for CBR systems originating from the INRECA context
and focusing on the maintenance task is Roth-Berghofer’s
SIAM methodology [Roth-Berghofer, 2003]. This method-
ology extends the CBR cycle from Aamodt und Plaza
[Aamodt and Plaza, 1994] with two steps called Review and
Restore. These steps contain tasks for evaluating and main-
taining a CBR system. However, the methodology does not
consider distributed CBR systems.

The SEASALT architecture [Bach, 2012][Reichle et al.,
2011] provides a general framework for developing dis-
tributed knowledge-based systems. The architecture is
domain-independent and modular and allows the creation
of customized systems. The so-called Knowledge Line is
responsible for managing the different knowledge sources.
A software agent coordinates the queries and answers
to and from the knowledge sources [Reichle-Schmehl,
2008][Bach et al., 2008]. An approach for automating the
selection of the needed knowledge sources using CBR was
presented by Reuss [Reuss, 2012]. Our future research will
base on the SEASALT architecture as a method for devel-
oping distributed knowledge-based systems. Additionally
we will focus on the process of selection approach knowl-
edge sources for maintenance purposes.

Althoff, Hanft and Schaaf developed the idea of a Case
Factory to evaluate and maintain case bases [Althoff et al.,
2006]. The Case Factory is based on the Experience Fac-
tory approach from software engineering. It consists of
several software agents for different tasks like evaluating



incoherence or modifying the case base. A central idea
of the Case Factory is that an agent not only learns from
his individual experience, but also learns from the experi-
ence of other agents. The idea of the Case Factory is inte-
grated into the Knowledge Line of the SEASALT architec-
ture. Each knowledge source, in this context CBR systems,
has its own Case Factory that is responsible for maintain-
ing the dedicated knowledge. Based on these ideas the Case
Factory can be extended to maintain not the case base, but
maintaining the vocabulary, the similarity measures and the
adaptation knowledge, too.

The methodology to be developed within this thesis shall
not only focus on CBR systems and maintenance tasks, but
also considers the characteristics of distributed knowledge-
based systems (e.g. the SEASALT architecture) and expla-
nation capabilities [Roth-Berghofer et al., 2005].

In addition to these methodologies, there are many dif-
ferent maintenance approaches for CBR systems, which
should be taken into account. Ferrario and Smyth de-
scribed an approach for collaborative maintenance of a
case base. The feedback of several users is evaluated
and an appropriate maintenance action derived [Ferrario
and Smyth, 2000][Ferrario and Smyth, 2001]. Other
authors like Ioannis Iglezakis [Iglezakis, 2001][Igleza-
kis and Roth-Berghofer, 2000], Racine and Yang [Racine
and Yang, 1997][Racine and Yang, 1998][Yang and Zhu,
2001], Smyth, Keane and McKenna [Smyth, 1998][Smyth
and Keane, 1995][Smyth and McKenna, 2001] or David
Wilson[Wilson, 2001] described different approaches to
maintain a case base. Armin Stahl describes the learning of
feature weights [Stahl, 2001] and Patterson et al showed a
strategy to maintain the similarity of a CBR system[Patter-
son et al., 2000]. All these approaches are set up to main-
tain a single CBR system, but neither consider the use of
multiple CBR systems nor the dependencies between these
single systems. The maintenance approach to be developed
within this thesis will consider such dependencies and will
be able to combine single maintenance actions to an inte-
grated maintenance strategy for distributed CBR systems.

3 Research Goals
Based on Section 2, four major research goals are formu-
lated. All major research goals are split into several mi-
nor goals and tasks. The first goal is to develop a method-
ology, being able to define, implement and maintain dis-
tributed CBR systems based on the SEASALT architec-
ture. This methodology contains all necessary tasks that
lead to a functional multi-agent-system, as defined in the
SEASALT architecture, extended with tasks covering the
maintenance of CBR systems and the explanation aware-
ness of the knowledge maintenance. The ideas underlying
this methodology are described in more detail in Section 4.

The second research goal is to extend the concept of the
Case Factory approach. The maintenance strategy has to be
extended to cover the dependencies between several differ-
ent homogenous or heterogeneous knowledge sources for
cross-system maintenance and to improve the maintenance
of a single CBR system. Of course for maintenance all four
knowledge containers should be considered. Again a more
detailed description can be found in Section 4.

The third research goal is to integrate maintenance ex-
planation capabilities into a mulit-agent-system with dis-
tributed CBR systems. These explanations capabilities
have to be considered when developing the methodology.
The explanation process has to be integrated into the de-

sign and implementation of a system. For more detailed
information on the explanation process see Section 4. The
second and the third goal could be seen as minor goals of
the first reseach goal, because of the dependencies between
these goals. We decided to treat them as seperate goals, be-
cause these goals will take a large part of the research and
can be divided in minor goals, too.

The fourth major research goal is to empirically evalu-
ate the developed maintenance strategy, methodology and
improved Case Factory approach. Therefore we will inte-
grate the explanation-aware maintenance approach into the
docQuery application and in an industrial multi-agent deci-
sionsupport system. With the integration of the approach
into docQuery we will show, that our methodology can
be used on existing systems to extend those systems with
explanation-aware maintenance capabilities. While build-
ing the new industrial multi-agent-system we will show,
that our methodology can be used to build up a new multi-
agent-system with explanation-aware maintenance capabil-
ities. On both systems experts can evaluate the mainte-
nance suggestions and related explanations.

4 Explanation-Aware Maintenance
This section describes the current status of our the ideas
and goals of explanation-aware maintenance in more de-
tail. With explanation-aware maintenance we mean an ap-
proach that enables a multi-agent-system to suggest main-
tenance actions to keep the knowledge in this system cor-
rect and consistent and provides explanations for the sug-
gested maintenance actions. The suggestions can be pre-
sented to a knowledge engineer. With the related explana-
tions the knowledge engineer should be able to understand
why the multi-agent-system gives the specific suggestions.
This way the knowledge engineer can make a quicker se-
lection of the maintenance actions that should be executed
and he will be able to identify potential problems in the
knowledge of the multi-agent-sytem if an explanation is not
comprehensible.

There are two main ideas behind this thesis proposal.
The first idea is that maintenance of knowledge cannot
be done per knowledge source only, but the dependencies
between the knowledge sources have to be taken into ac-
count for an integrated maintenance strategy. An example
for a dependency between CBR systems is the change of
the vocabulary. If both systems have the same or partially
the same vocabulary, a change in one system may cause a
change in the other system for consistency reasons. An-
other example is removing one or more cases from a case
base. Cases in other CBR systems could depend on one
of the removed cases, so they may become inconsistent (to
some degree). The system should suggest an appropriate
maintenance action like removing the depending cases to
keep the system’s correctness/consistency.

For example, the docQuery application has a CBR sys-
tem for regions and a CBR system for infectious diseases.
Both systems have partly the same vocabulary for region
names. For the region CBR system the names are part of
the solution of the case structure and for the disease CBR
system the names are part of the problem description of the
case structure. These CBR systems have a dependency be-
tween each other. When a certain region is retrieved from
the region CBR system the related infectious diseases can
be retrieved from the disease CBR system using the name
of the region. If the name of one region changes in the
vocabulary of the region CBR system, an inconsitency be-



tween this CBR systems will occur, because the retrieved
region has no match in the disease CBR system. The re-
lated infectious diseases cannot be retreived anymore. To
keep the CBR systems consistent a change of the vocabu-
lary of the disease CBR system should be suggested. An-
other example is the CBR system for medication. If one
medicament must not be applied for a disease any longer,
the system has to check if the medicament can still be ap-
plied for another disease. If the medication is not longer
used the case representing the specific medicament can be
deleted, ohterwise the case has to be adapted to keep the
system’s correctness.

The Case Factory approach and the SEASALT archi-
tecture support distributed knowledge sources in a multi-
agent-system. A Case Factory can support the maintenance
of the case base of a single CBR system. The original
approach has to be extended to support the maintenance
of the other three knowledge containers, namely vocab-
ulary, similarity and adaptation knowledge. The original
approach contains several software agents to monitor the
case-base and one agent to do the necessary maintenance
actions. To support all knowledge containers some more
agents are needed to monitor these containers and the main-
tenance tasks should be split into several agents. An own
maintenance agent per knowledge container is needed to
support parallel maintenance of the knowledge containers.
Additionally a supervising agent is required to coordinate
the maintenance actions. This coordination agent is also
responsible for the communication between the multiple
Case Factories. Figure 1 gives an overview of an extended
Case Factory.

Figure 1: Extended Case Factory

Another idea is the combination of the SIAM approach
and the Case Factory approach. SIAM extends the so-

called 4R cycle with two steps to a 6R cycle. The 4R cycle
consists of four steps, called Retrieve, Reuse, Revise and
Retain. In the Retain step a given problem is mapped to
the case structure of the CBR system and the most simi-
lar case(s) is retrieved from the casebase. The Reuse step
adapts the solution of the retrieved cases to the given prob-
lem. This adapted solutions are checked by an expert or a
user of the CBR system in the Revise step. The result of the
check can be stored in the specific case. In the last step Re-
tain the retrieved, adapted and revised case can be added to
the casebase. This way the CBR system can learn [Aamodt
and Plaza, 1994].

The steps Review and Restore are not part of the original
4R cycle. These steps support the monitoring and main-
tenance of single CBR systems [Roth-Berghofer, 2003].
Each step consists of three tasks. The steps could be
mapped to a Case Factory with software agents for the
defined tasks. The Review task contains the steps Assess,
Monitor, and Notify. Each step could be assigned to an
agent in the Case Factory. An agent responsible for the
Assess task evaluates the knowledge of a CBR system. An-
other agent compares the evaluation result with the avail-
able constraints or thresholds (Monitor). The constraints
and thresholds are defined by the knowledge engineer and
stored in a so-called Maintenance Map. This Map will be
described in more detail later in this section. The notifying
agent decides if and whom to inform that a maintenance ac-
tion is necessary. This agent sends a message to an agent at
a high-level Case Factory organization. This organization
is also described in more detail later. On the higher level
the notifications are collected and used to create a mainte-
nance plan.

For an example we take the CBR systems for disease and
medication. An assess agent evaluates the casebase of the
medication CBR systems and finds a case for a medicament
that is not dedicated to a disease. These result is passed to
the monitoring agent. The Maintenance Map contains the
constraint that every medicament has to be dedicated to a
disease. The information about the constraint violation is
passed to the notify agent, which sends this information and
a request for a maintenace action to a coordination agent
ouside the Case Factory of the medication CBR system.

Three additional agents are responsible for the tasks of
the Restore step. The single tasks to perform are Suggest,
Select and Modify. The suggestions for maintenance ac-
tions are made in the high-level Case Factory organiza-
tion, because the suggestions depend on the maintenance
plan. The suggested actions are sent to an agent in the rel-
evant Case Factory and this agent will select the appropri-
ate maintenance action. It is possible, that more than one
maintenance action is selected. The agent responsible for
modifying the knowledge gets a message with the selected
maintenance actions and executes the modification on the
knowledge containers or notifys the knowledge engineer if
the action needs additional input. When the modification
is done or an error occurs, the agent sends a notification to
the high-level Case Factory organization.

A high-level Case Factory organization is needed to con-
trol the integrated maintenance between these Case Facto-
ries. Therefore several software agents have to supervise
the communication and the adherence of high-level mainte-
nance goals. Additionally, an agent collects the suggested
maintenance actions from multiple Case Factories, while
another agent combines the individual maintenance actions
to a maintenance plan. A Case Factory can suggest more



than one maintenance action. The planning agent is also re-
sponsible for checking constraints or solving conflicts be-
tween the individual maintenance actions. A suggested ac-
tion from one Case Factory can trigger a necessary mainte-
nance action of another Case Factory, based on the depen-
dencies between the knowledge sources. So these actions
have to be integrated into the maintenance plan, too. The
relevant maintenance actions are passed back by the collec-
tor agent to the relevant Case Factories.

Based on the previous example the information about the
constraint violation is passed to a coordination agent in the
Case Factory organization. This coordination agent checks
the possibilities to repair the constraint violation. Based on
the knowledge in the Maintenance Map two suggestions
to repair the problems are found. The first suggestion is to
delete the case to keep only cases in the casebase that could
be retrieved. The second suggestion is to adapt the case and
add the dedicated diseases to the problem description. Both
suggestions are send back to the Case Factory of the medi-
cation CBR system. If the selection agent can decide on his
own the appropriate maintenance action based on the infor-
mation in the Maintenance Map, then the agent selects an
action. In our example we will assume that the Mainte-
nance Map contains the information that a case should be
adapted if possible before deleting it. The selection agent
will notify the knowledge engineer that additional informa-
tion is needed to dedicate the medicament to a disease. The
knowledge engineer can select the disease that should be
dedicated to the medicament. The modify agent takes the
information an adapts the problem description of the case.
At last the agent sends a success or error message to the
Case Factory organization. Figure 2 shows a Case Factory
organization with example agents.

Figure 2: Case Factory organization

To coordinate the maintenance actions for the single
CBR systems a Maintenance Map is introduced. This
Maintenance Map is based on the Knowledge Map from
Davenport and Prusak [Davenport and Prusak, 2000], that
was adapted to multi-agent-systems from Bach et al. [Bach
et al., 2008]. In contrast to a Knowledge Map the Mainte-
nance Map is a bidirectional graph. The vertices represent
the knowledge sources in a distributed knowledge-based
system and the edges represent the dependencies between
the single sources. The weights of the edges could be used
to describe the importance of the dependency. Addition-
ally, the maintenance goal for a single knowledge source
could be stored as well as the integrated maintenance goal
for the overall system. For every maintenance goal the met-
rics for the empirical evaluation and the thresholds and con-
straints could be defined. Another idea is to store the pre-
ferred maintenance action for every knowledge source in

the Maintenance Map. By this it will be possible for the
relevant agent to decide quickly which maintenance action
to choose. The Maintenance Map could be in XML or RDF
format to share the knowledge between different systems in
an easy way. The Maintenance Map should be defined and
updated by the knowledge engineer.

To define and implement a distributed CBR system
with explanation-aware maintenance capability a method-
ology is needed that contains tasks to acquire the neces-
sary knowledge, maintenance goals, and actions to realize
an integrated maintenance strategy. The SEASALT archi-
tecture implies tasks to develop a multi-agent-system with
distributed knowledge-based systems (e.g. CBR systems).
These tasks could be derived and organized in a method-
ology. For example the use of software agents implies the
definition of an agent model which describes the roles and
responsibilities of the agents. The resulting methodology
has to be extended with tasks for maintenance and expla-
nations.

Methodologies like DISER, DILLEBIS and INRECA
contain tasks that may be integrated in the new method-
ology. The methodology to be developed shall be applica-
ble to multi-agent-systems with different single CBR sys-
tems as knowledge sources. While the focus is set on using
CBR systems as knowledge sources, the methodology shall
contain several template tasks, that could be replaced by
tasks for different knowledge-based systems. These tem-
plates have to be included in a way that substituting a tem-
plate with a concrete instantiation will not affect the other
tasks. Our research will focus on a methodology that can
be used to define and implement a multi-agent-system with
distributed CBR systems. From this methodology it could
be possible to identify task that could generalized with tem-
plates to support the definition of other knowledge-based
systems. An example task affecting maintenance is shown
in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Example task to define an overall maintenance
goal

The second idea is that a CBR system should be able to
explain why a maintenance action is suggested. This ex-
planation will support the knowledge engineer’s decision
which maintenance action should be executed. To give a
CBR system explanation capabilities a lot of knowledge
is necessary. The introduced idea of an integrated main-
tenance strategy focuses on explanations for maintenance.
The underlying research assumption here is that the mini-
mal knowledge necessary for the explanation of the main-
tenance actions is the same knowledge that is necessary for
the CBR system to suggest a maintenance action. It fol-



lows, that the minimal knowledge for explanations already
exists in the system, if the system is able to (reasonably)
suggest maintenance actions. One challenge is to identify
and extract the needed part of the knowledge to formu-
late the explanations for a given maintenance action. For
a single explanation of a maintenance action not the whole
knowledge of the CBR system is needed. Another chal-
lenge is to identify and combine the knowledge of several
CBR systems to explain maintenance suggestions that are
necessary to keep the overall sytem correct and consistent.

Knowledge that can be used for explanations are log-
ging information, rules, evaluation results, metrics, thresh-
olds, etc. Additionally, knowledge can be extracted from
social media like expert forums or external data sources.
A scenario for extracting knowledge from sources outside
the multi-agent-system can be the prohibition of a medica-
mant. This information can be extracted from the webside
of the European Medicines Agency. Monitoring this web-
site the multi-agent-sytem can react on new information
and suggest a maintenance action for deleting or adapting
a case in the medication CBR system. The same informa-
tion that triggers the maintenance suggestion can be used to
explain the suggestion. Such knowledge extracting has al-
ready been carried out in the scope of the SEASALT archi-
tecture [Bach, 2012] [Bach et al., 2010] and can be plugged
into our methodology.

5 Conclusion and Outlook
This paper describes the ideas of an integrated explanation-
aware maintenance approach for distributed (knowledge-
based) systems. This includes the development of an inte-
grated maintenance strategy and the definition of a method-
ology with tasks that consider maintenance of distributed
systems and explanations. The successful implementation
of distributed knowledge-based systems in research and
industrial environments to evaluate the maintenance ap-
proach and the methodology is a part of the idea, too.

The next steps are to define the goals of an integrated
maintenance strategy and the extended Case Factory con-
cept. Based on these definitions the implied tasks from
the SEASALT architecture (e.g. define agent model, de-
fine knowledge acquisition, etc.) can be derived. Some of
these implied tasks already exist in DISER, DILLEBIS or
INRECA, other tasks like defining an agent model have to
be formalized. With these task a first version of the target
methodology can be set up. This methodology will be used
to define and implement an explanation-aware maintenance
extension for the docQuery application. The experience
collected during this task will be used to refine and extend
the methodology. The second version of the methodolgy
will be used to define the mentioned industrial multi-agent-
system. Both systems will be continuoisly evluated with
the help of domain experts and knowledge engineers. The
results will be used to improve the methodology, the main-
tenace strategy and the implemented multi-agent-systems.
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